Introduction
The aim of this note is to describe and investigate a new class of infinite interacting particle systems. There exist a lot of papers treating interacting systems from the following point of view (see [3] , [4] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] ): Let Z be an one-particle configuration space. For each n e N we build a set of equations or an infinitesimal generator for a Z n -valued stochastic process X n describing the n-particle system. Then we let n go to infinity and we say that limit process is a good approximation of a very large particle system.
In distinction to the above scheme, we assume from the beginning that the number of particles is infinite. This assumption enforces a specific kind of interactions in our systems. However, similarly as in the above scheme we treat the infinite particle system as the limit case of n-particle systems when n, the number of particles, goes to infinity.
Let us introduce the main example of this note. We assume that the motion of the i-th particle is described by a stochastic process x 1 which satisfies the following equation
(1.2) dx£ = b[xj, n(t)] + a[xj, tf (t)]dBj, where B 1 , i e N are independent copies of the Brownian motion and t) is some measure on R depending on the configuration of all particles. We assume that each particle does not interact with any finite set of particles but rather it interacts with all of them together. In this case, we can and do say that particles move independently, interacting only through the common measure u(t).
The law of large numbers and the independence of any finite set of identical particles imply that the measure fi(t) is the law of X^. Thus, our infinite particle system is described by the family {X-*, j 6 N} of independent copies of the process X, where X is a solution of the following equation
The solution of (1.3) exists (see [7] ) and it is called a nonlinear diffusion process. The Ito formula implies that its distribution n(t,dx) = dP xfc (x) satisfies the following equation
where <v,<t>> denotes the integral of a function <p with respect to the measure iu.
We say that a process X is associated with the equation (1.4) if its distribution u(t) = dP xt satisfies the equation
The above example is a special case of the following situation, which is treated in this note: We consider an infinite particle system, where the i-th particle moves along the trajectory of the independent copy of some process X, whose distribution /i(t,dx) = dP xt (x) satisfies the following equation t (1.5) <(i(t) ,<p> = <n(0),<p> + J <u(s) ,A(fz(s) )<p>ds V 0eS. 0
The linear operator A(f) is defined for each f e Prob and it acts from S = (the Schwartz functions space) to B = (the bounded, B(R ) measurable functions space).
Hereafter, the equation (1.5) is called the M-equation.
A stochastic process X associated with the M-equation is called a Markov process with the nonlinear transition function (see [6] ) .
The dependence of A on the measure u(t) is connected with interactions in the infinite system. Let X-' denote a copy of X for each j e N. The n-particle system is described by a Prob-valued process X "n 1 n d-6) X n = ± I 6 j, n j=l X t where is a delta measure carrying a unit mass at x. The law of large numbers implies that V <j> e B <x£, <p> -» <n (t) , <p> a.s when n -> oo and this is the first stage of convergence in infinite particle systems. 1) V f,t,x e^(t,x,-) is a probability measure on R^;
2) V reS(R We easily calculate from (2.3) the following formula
Before we investigate the fluctuation problem let us recall a well-known theorem (see [5] ). Proof. Using the independence of X^, j € N, in the formula (1.7), the central limit theorem and the Kolmogorov extension theorem we can easily build a family of real valued centered Gaussian variables {Y (t, <p) : teR + , <pe S} such that for each fixed t 1( ...,t R ,
However, we easily infer from the above formula that for each CO Thus, assumptions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied and we can build S'-valued process Y with the covariance functional given by (2.5). To prove that the process Y has continuous version as a S'-valued process it is enough to observe that for each 0eS the real valued process {<Y t ,0>:tsR + } has continuous paths. This is easily seen from formulas (2. In the above calculations we used the following fact The continuity of the function t -> A(/i(f;t))tp for each <p e S and the formula (2.6) imply that V T, 0 3 C E l<Y fc ,0 > -<Y s ,0>| 2 £ C(t-s) for Ossst^T.
Thus, we conclude from the Kolmogorov continuous version theorem that the real valued, centered Gaussian process {<Y t ,0>:t€R + > has a version with continuous paths. This ends the first part of the proof.
Let us now assume that X has paths in D ([ 0, +oo) , R^) . Using Theorem 2.3 we can build S'-valued version of the signed measure valued random variable y" for each n € N and t e R + .
For fixed n and 0 the real valued process {<Y^,0>:t e R + } has paths in D( [0,+co) ,R d ) so (see [9] ) the S'-valued process Y n has a version with paths in D( [0,+oo) , s') . It is well known (see [8] Proof. The existence of the nonlinear transition function {e f (t,x,')} is shown in [7] .
The linear operator A(f) is given by
We remember that the topology in S is given by a family of norms II011 = max sup (l+|x| ) P lD :, 0(x) I . jip x Firstly, we show that for each f e Prob A(f) is a continuous operator from S to S. In fact We calculate the L.H.S. of (2.10).
We asses only the second term in the above inequality. First of all, we introduce a two parameter family of operators related to the nonlinear transition function {e f (t,x,)} and we establish some of their properties. Then, using (3.8) we easily observe that for each teR + , 0€B
However, for fixed t e R + and \j) e B we easily show that In fact, let n be the distribution of X^. Then there exists a sequence {<t> :n e N} such that 6 e S, Hill slltfrll and <b -* <t> n n oo oo n li-a.s. Thus, we infer (3.11) from the following result E|Y(t,0 n )-Y(t,tf) 2 = K y (t,* n -#,t,</> n~l fi) s E(^-^n) 2 (X t ) 0.
Because the system {Y(t,0):t e R + , <p e B} is Gaussian we infer from (3.11) and (3.10) that for t € R + and <f> e S E|Y(t,0) |G SS ) = E|Y(t,0) |F SS ) = E|Y(t,0) |F =s ) = E I Y (t, </>) I G =fj ) .
The Markov property of the S'-valued process Y is established.
In the rest of this proof w5 follow [2] .
The function t -> A(fi(t))<p is continuous from R + to S so we infer from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem that for each <p e S the real valued process {<Y^., A(n (t) ) <f>>: t e R + } is continuous.
Thus, the formula t (3.12) <W t .0> = J <Y s ,A(M(t))0>ds -<Yg, <p> -<Y • diffusions, (preprint).
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